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An Introduction to Topology and its
Applications: a new approach

Ho Weng Kin

Abstract. The present paper aims to introduce the topic of topology
to a reader with little background knowledge of university mathematics.
Unlike the traditional approach which begins by abstracting of real anal-
ysis to metric spaces and then routing to topological spaces, our present
exposition of topology exploits some basic experience with computations,
scientific measurements and observations, such as those encountered in
the use of a scientific calculator, a computer program or a measuring de-
vice. It is hoped that, in the present age of computers and information
technology, topology, which is known to be an abstract mathematical
subject, can be made palatable and relevant to a wider audience. Con-
jugate to our main discourse, we introduce some necessary knowledge
of functional programming which is needed by the reader to understand
how applications of topology can be realized in a concrete manner.

1. Introduction

An etymology of the word topology reveals its Greek origins to mean a
study (λoγoζ) of place (τoττoζ). Modern mathematics classifies topology
to be a formal study of the most basic properties of spaces, such as connect-
edness, compactness, and so on. In light of this modern definition, it seems
that the word “topology” has somehow lost much of this original meaning.
This article attempts to bring back some of the lost meaning by working
consistently with the slogan: “Topology is a study of locality of points”.

Topology studies specific properties of spaces which are preserved under
continuous transformations, i.e., changes made to the spaces are not allowed
to tear or equivalently forbidden to create new boundaries. Permissible
deformations are stretching and bending. The birth of topological ideas
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happened somewhere in 1736, where unanimous credit goes to Leonhard
Euler who invented graph theory (which can be regarded as an early form
of modern topology) in his solution of the puzzle arising from the Seven
Bridges of Königsberg. Distinctly, Euler’s treatment showed that absolute
geometrical attributes do not count towards the solution of the problem
because what count are the qualitative geometrical attributes involved. Such
qualitative geometry distinguishes itself from “quantitative (or absolute)
geometry in which quantitative relations chiefly are treated” as [15] put
in the obituary of Johann Benedict Listing – the person who first coined
the term “topology” as used in its modern form. The middle of the 20th
century saw an active research in topology, and it soon became an important
area of study within mathematics. Though we cannot be anywhere close to
complete about recounting the history of topology, we feel obliged to point
the reader to encyclopedic historical records in [2].

There are various subfields in topology. Point-set topology deals with the
foundational issues of topology and studies topological properties inherent
to spaces which are invariant under homeomorphisms (i.e., the topological
analogue of isomorphism in algebra). Algebraic topology uses tools of al-
gebra, especially group structures, to study topological spaces; it can be
seen as a realization of categorical adjunctions between the categories of
topological spaces and categories of groups. Geometric topology deals with
mathematical objects called manifolds and embeddings into other manifolds;
a particular instance of this is knot theory which is itself an example of lower
dimensional topological spaces.

Traditional approach to topology begins by abstracting real analysis to
metric spaces, and then routing from metric spaces to topological spaces.
As can be seen, this learning route is too long to be desirable. To make
things harder, among the voluminous definitions there are many mathemat-
ical terms which conflict in meaning with daily usage of the natural language
(e.g., open and closed are not opposites in topology). Together with these
problems, the traditional passage through real analysis and metric spaces
often contributes to the frustrations of a beginning learner in topology. For
references to the traditional approach of topology, the reader may refer to
[12, 14, 7]

In this paper, we propose an alternative route which has comparatively
a lighter mathematical overhead. In this approach, the opens of a topology
are thought of as affirmable observations, such as that of taking measure-
ments from a scientific device or estimating real numbers. This approach
has been inspired by works of theoretical computer scientists who apply
topology in their study of computational phenomenon, mathematical logic
and programming language semantics. The pioneer in this kind of approach
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is D. S. Scott, who invented denotational semantics for functional program-
ming languages. He applied topological methods on certain partial orders
to model the computational phenomenon of approximations in various lan-
guages (see for example [9, 10, 11]). Following his lead, G. D. Plotkin
applied the Scott semantics to a certain typed λ-calculus in [8]. But the
perspective to topology that this paper advocates should rightly be credited
to M. B. Smyth in [13], in which he proposed that semi-decidable sets are
analogous to open sets of a topology. The Smyth’s dictionary of analogies
that gives computational meaning to well-established topological notions is
expertly extended by M. H. Escardó in his influential work [5]. Notably, S.
Abramsky also applied this perspective in [1], while S. J. Vickers develop
the theory of geometric logic exploiting this particular paradigm of topology
in [16]. The language we adopt and the explanations we give in this article
are heavily influenced by the works of Vickers and Escardó.

The purpose of advertising this relatively new perspective to topology
is two-fold. Firstly, this new approach brings in a fresh perspective to a
rather well-established discipline. It is hoped that with this new interpre-
tation of topology, novel insights may be obtained and new applications be
made possible. This particular potentiality has already been given prelimi-
nary investigations in [4, 6], where the approach (under the nomenclatures
of synthetic topology and operational topology) provides new proofs of pro-
gram correctness without appeal to any denotational model. Because of this
paradigm shift, novel proof techniques which import domain-theoretic tools
into the operational setting successfully circumvent those vesting problems
(e.g., full abstraction problem) of the Scott model for sequential functional
programming languages. Secondly, this purpose gives a new pedagogical
recommendation of how topology can be taught. It is hoped that the rec-
ommendations made here via this new approach help learners of topology
to avoid the usual learning difficulties described earlier.

In view of the theme of this present conference on applied mathematics
and education, this paper not only advertises the usefulness of topology
(which would otherwise remained to be seen as an abstract mathematical
discipline) but also does its part in the pedagogical development concerning
the teaching of this subject.

We organize this paper in the following manner. In Section 2, we provide
sufficient motivation from common-day computational experience for our
proposed approach. This is then followed by, in Section 3, an exposition
of affirmable observations, which culminates with the topological axioms
this set of observations must satisfy. In Section 4, we develop topology
via the affirmable observations by further fortifying this view with more
compelling evidence. We then turn to a pedagogical comparison of the two
approached to topology, namely the new approach versus the traditional
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one (based on real analysis and metric spaces). Two emergent paradigms
from this perspective of topology are developed in Sections 6 and 8. We
finally conclude this article with some implications and concluding remarks
in Section 9.

2. Affirmable observations individually

More often than not, in the experience of computing a real number, we
pay too much attention to the real number itself! Take, as an example, the
concrete task of calculating the value of

√
2. We have several schemes to

work out its value to as high a degree of accuracy as we wish, subjected
to the limitations of the floating point system, of course. One such scheme
is written using the scientific programming language matlab as shown in
Figure 1. A typical run of this program produces a list of increasingly more

%% This program calculates the value of the square root of 2

%% using the bisection method.

clear; clc;

eps = 0.00001; % set tolerance level

a = 1.0; % initialise starting interval

b = 2.0;

c = (a+b)/2; % find midpoint c

d = abs(b-c); % find d, distance of c from endpoint

count = 1; % initialise iteration count

fprintf(’ n a b c d f(c) \n’);

fprintf(’----------------------------------------------------\n’);

fprintf(’%2d %9.5f %9.5f %9.5f %9.5f %9.5f \n’,count,a,b,c,d,f(c));

while (d > eps)

if (f(a)*f(c)) < 0

b = c;

else

a = c;

end

count = count+1; % increment iteration count

c = (a+b)/2; % find new midpoint c

d = abs(b-c); % find new value of d

fprintf(’%2d %9.5f %9.5f %9.5f %9.5f %9.5f \n’,...

count,a,b,c,d,f(c));

end

fprintf(’----------------------------------------------------\n’);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% function f(x)

function y=f(x)

y=x^2-2;

Figure 1. A matlab program for approximating
√

2

accurate approximations to
√

2, as shown in Figure 2.
As a matter of fact, no matter how many iterations we perform, what

we get will never be the exact value of
√

2. That is, none of the ‘midpoints’
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n a b c d f(c)

----------------------------------------------------

1 1.00000 2.00000 1.50000 0.50000 0.25000

2 1.00000 1.50000 1.25000 0.25000 -0.43750

3 1.25000 1.50000 1.37500 0.12500 -0.10938

4 1.37500 1.50000 1.43750 0.06250 0.06641

5 1.37500 1.43750 1.40625 0.03125 -0.02246

6 1.40625 1.43750 1.42188 0.01563 0.02173

7 1.40625 1.42188 1.41406 0.00781 -0.00043

8 1.41406 1.42188 1.41797 0.00391 0.01064

9 1.41406 1.41797 1.41602 0.00195 0.00510

10 1.41406 1.41602 1.41504 0.00098 0.00234

11 1.41406 1.41504 1.41455 0.00049 0.00095

12 1.41406 1.41455 1.41431 0.00024 0.00026

13 1.41406 1.41431 1.41418 0.00012 -0.00008

14 1.41418 1.41431 1.41425 0.00006 0.00009

15 1.41418 1.41425 1.41422 0.00003 0.00000

16 1.41418 1.41422 1.41420 0.00002 -0.00004

17 1.41420 1.41422 1.41421 0.00001 -0.00002

----------------------------------------------------

Figure 2. Sample output of approximations to
√

2

cn’s are ever equal to
√

2. Focusing on the point estimate to a real number
(with an infinite information content) puts us on the road to nowhere.

However, a change of perspective can be effected if one looks at the
descending family of open intervals

[an, bn], n = 1, 2, · · ·
namely, those labelled as a, b’s in the matlab program. By a descending
family of sets, it is meant that

[a1, b1] ⊃ [a2, b2] ⊃ · · · ⊃ [an, bn] ⊃ [an+1, bn+1] ⊃ · · ·
and furthermore, we have in this case that

lim
n→∞

(bn − an) = 0.

By the famous nested intervals property, there is a unique element, namely
α =
√

2, lying in the intersection of all these closed intervals [an, bn]’s,.
Every additional closed interval [an, bn] calculated offers us an oppor-

tunity to make a finer observation affirming the position of the point
√

2.
Notice that none of these closed intervals [an, bn] is an affirmable observa-
tion. An affirmable observation cannot affirm a boundary point, i.e., there
may arise a situation where one needs to check that the prospective point
actually coincides with either end-points; thereby requiring to check that
two real numbers (whose decimal representation, or for that matter any
representation, may be infinite) agree at all its place values! Such deci-
sion of equality will take forever to complete, and is hence non-computable.
Reasoning in this way, an observation that affirms the location of a number
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is only obliged to say ‘yes’ if it is certain about the presence of the point
within its capability of observation, but not obliged to say ‘no’ if it is beyond
its ability to do so. Moreover, because boundary affirmation is impossible,
those observational sets ought to have no boundary points. The most ba-
sic of such sets of real numbers takes the form of an open interval (a, b).
Furthermore, since machines are finite in nature, it would be reasonable to
further restrict that a and b be rational numbers since these numbers are
finite in nature. After all, a rational number can be seen as just a pair of
integers and we all know integers are finite in nature. However, at this point
we do not take up such restrictions.

In summary, based on our experience with computing the ‘infinite’ (that
is, the real number), we gather that the real numbers, x, themselves are
of secondary interest. Though they are all lying out there in the universe,
X, of entities we call numbers, the primary concern here is whether we can
be sure of providing observations, U , of the desired degree of accuracy that
affirm the presence of x, i.e., whether x ∈ U .

To end this section and for the purpose of the ensuing discussion, we
use the word affirmable observation to mean any finite means P (can be
thought of as a computer program, for instance) that takes finite number
of steps and finite time to affirm that a given datum x from the space of
data points X does actually satisfy some property U . By an affirmation, it
is taken that the program P only returns ‘yes’ for a positive answer but not
obliged to return ‘no’ if it is beyond its power to affirm that x satisfies the
proposed property. In the event when there is such finite means of affirming
property U , we call U an affirmable property. Notice that an affirmable
observation is an observation used to semi-decide whether a datum satisfies
the proposed property, and therefore there is little need to distinguish be-
tween an affirmable observation and an affirmable property – they are fully
determined by each other.

3. Affirmable observations collectively

Motivated by our considerations of affirmable observations, we proceed
to investigate the collective behaviour of such observations.

Notice that the observation (of a point x) which carries the least infor-
mation must be the entire space. This means that certainly the point to
be observed must lie somewhere in the universe X of points. Thus, looking
with the lens of the entire space gives no precision about the location of the
point. What it says is this: “Yes, the point x is somewhere out there in
the space X. As to more precisely where the point is, I don’t know.” One
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has no further information other than the trivial fact that the point is ex-
isting somewhere in space. So, the entire space X is uselessly an affirmable
observation.

On the other end of the spectrum of precision is that of an empty obser-
vation. Such an observation is vacuously affirmable since an observer who
looks through the lens of the empty observation cannot see a single thing!

Suppose we have a collection U of concurrent (or better known as paral-
lel) observations, Ui’s, that together affirm the presence of a point x. Then
certainly, one of these Ui’s, say Ui0 , must have already affirmed it. In the
somewhat converse situation, if a particular observation affirms the pres-
ence of x, then adding in any number of concurrent observations would, of
course, still be able to observe x. More concretely, suppose we know that a
real number is within the open interval (0, 1). Then, with certainty, we also
know that it must be within the union of the open interval (0, 1) with any
other observing sets. Since the set-theoretic realization of parallel observa-
tion is just the union of sets, it follows that an arbitrary union of affirmable
observations must also be an affirmable observation. In the language of al-
gebra, the collection of affirmable observations are closed under arbitrary
unions.

But the same cannot be said of sequential observations. The reason for
this is our physical limitations of not being able to perform a potentially
infinite sequence of affirming tests. To confirm the location of a real number,
for instance, to be within an open interval U and also within another open
interval V , one (i) performs the observation U first, and if one can affirm the
presence of x in U , then one (ii) proceeds to perform the second observation
V . Therefore, it is only possible to perform a finite sequence of affirmable
observations, yielding an affirmable observation as a result. Thus, the finite
intersection of affirmable observations is an affirmable observation.

To end this section, we sum up the properties of the affirmable obser-
vations using the language of set theory. Let X be the space of points and
O(X) be the set of all affirmable observations on X. Then the following
conditions hold:

O1. ∅, X ∈ O(X).
O2.

⋃
i∈I Ui ∈ O(X) for any {Ui | i ∈ I} ⊆ O(X).

O3.
⋂n
i=1 Ui ∈ O(X) for any finite {U1, · · · , Un} ⊆ O(X).

4. Topology via affirmable observations

From our preceding development, we gather that affirmable observations
form a collection of subsets of X, i.e., O(X) is, in particular, a subset of
P(X) (the powerset of X is the collection of all possible subsets of X). This
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collection of these affirmable observations, together, satisfies the observa-
tional axioms (O1)–(O3).

The usual practice of a mathematician is to generalize whenever he or
she can. This move towards a more abstract approach will in the future
allow more avenues of application, should the general approach produce
rich enough results in its own right. This leads us to the following definition
of a topology on a set X.

Definition 4.1. Let X be a given set and τ ⊆ P(X). We say that τ is
a topology on X if the following conditions are satisfied:

T1. ∅, X ∈ τ .
T2.

⋃
i∈I Ui ∈ τ for any {Ui | i ∈ I} ⊆ τ .

T3.
⋂n
i=1 Ui ∈ τ for any finite {U1, · · · , Un} ⊆ τ .

The pair (X, τ) is called a topological space, and when there is no confusion
we sometimes refer to X as a topological space. The members of a topology
are called the open sets (or opens, for short). Subsets of X which are
complements of opens are called closed sets.

5. Comparing two approaches to topology

There are two advantages of introducing topology via the affirmable
observations. Firstly, the idea of making measurements and observations
for physical quantities or data is a common real-life experience; it does not
require a heavy mathematical overhead to understand the arguments involv-
ing affirmable observations. Secondly, the affirmable observations provide a
concrete platform that teases out the salient topological notions, properties
and theorems without running into the danger of over-specializing.

To understand these two advantages, we inevitably have to recourse to
the traditional teaching method used in a typical topology course, i.e., intro-
ducing topology via metric spaces. Calculus bears upon us to pay attention
to nearness, proximity and neighbourhoods of points, which inevitably re-
quire one to be able to measure distance between two points in space. On
the real line the usual way of taking distance is to calculate

ρ1(x, y) := |x− y|

for any two real numbers x and y in R. Of course, when moves up to
higher dimensions, this distance on Rn upgrades itself, via the Pythagoras’
Theorem, to

ρ2(~x, ~y) := ‖~x− ~y‖ =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(xi − yi)2.
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Spaces equipped with generalized distance measuring devices are called met-
ric spaces. Desirable geometrical properties enjoyed in the concrete Eu-
clidean space Rn inspire the following formulation:

Definition 5.1. A metric space is a set X, together with a metric
function ρ : X ×X−→R, that satisfies the conditions below:

M1. Non-negativity: For any x, y ∈ X, ρ(x, x) ≥ 0.
M2. Indiscernability: For any x, y ∈ X, ρ(x, y) = 0 ⇐⇒ x = y.
M3. Symmetry: For any x, y ∈ X, ρ(x, y) = ρ(y, x).
M4. Triangle inequality: For any x, y and z ∈ X, it holds that

ρ(x, z) ≤ ρ(x, y) + ρ(y, x).

The usual metric on Rn is termed as the Euclidean metric.
In the context of a metric space X (where a very special case of this

is Rn), one can define special sets called metrically open sets. A subset
U ⊆ X is metrically open if for every point x ∈ U , it is possible to find a
small enough δ > 0 so that

B(x, δ) ⊆ U.

Here B(x, δ) := {y ∈ X | ρ(x, y) < δ} is called an open ball centred at x
and of radius δ. Clearly, an open ball does not contain the boundary points
p for which ρ(x, p) = δ. Put it another way: A set U is metrically open if
for each point x in it, one can ‘snug’ a small enough open ball centred at
that point, x, into the set U .

The enthusiastic reader can muse oneself that an open ball is indeed
metrically open by virtue of the triangle inequality. Moreover, metrically
open sets have a curiously interesting property, given by the theorem below:

Theorem 5.2. Let (X, ρ) be a metric space and

τ := {U ⊆ X | X is metrically open in (X, ρ)}.
Then the following three conditions hold true:

(1) X, ∅ ∈ τ .
(2)

⋃
i∈I Ui ∈ τ for any {Ui | i ∈ I} ⊆ τ .

(3)
⋂n
i=1 Ui ∈ τ for any finite {U1, · · · , Un} ⊆ τ .

These conditions then motivate the formulation of the axioms of topo-
logical space, c.f. Definition 5.1.

Because of the relationship with metric space, it is not uncommon that
instructors of topology rely on planar diagrams (with respect to the usual
Euclidean metric) to illustrate topological concepts. This practice is well-
founded in mathematics education, and is often termed as “Concrete-Pictorial-
Approach” advocated by Bruner (see [3]). For example, an open ball B(x, ε)
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is drawn as a circle with a “dashed” boundary (meaning that the circum-
ference is not included in the set) with center at x, and with radius ε. A
typical illustration of this is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Pictorial representation of an open ball B(x, ε)

Another example is the illustration of an metrically open set U , where a
region enclosed by a “dashed” boundary is drawn. In some instances, when
one wishes to emphasize the openness of the set U , one may wish to drawn
an open ball centred at a point x (arbitrary chosen in U). This is shown
in Figure 4. In general topological spaces, the concept of an open ball is
irrelevant and thus the picture of an open set is just the region surrounded
by the “dashed” boundary.

However, there is impending danger arising from over-reliance of these
two-dimensional pictures drawn. These pictures, after all, are mere dia-
grammatic representations of the topological notions in the special setting
of a metric space. Note that not every topological space is metrizable, i.e.,
one that arises from a metric space via Theorem 5.2. Thus, concepts involv-
ing non-metrizable spaces have little hope to be illustrated by this kind of
planar illustrations based on the Euclidean metric. Even when it is a metriz-
able space, diagrammatic representations may not always be possible. For
example, it would be very problematic to draw open balls in discrete metric
spaces since all such balls are singletons, and thus their “dashed” boundaries
are absent from the drawings. Also for discrete metric space, it is virtually
impossible to illustrate four distinct points in space because their distances
from each other is 1.

To give another explicit example of such dangers, we look at a special
property enjoyed by metrizable topological spaces. Let X be a topological
space which is induced by a metric ρ. For a given point x ∈ X, consider
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Figure 4. Pictorial representation of a metrically open set

any point y ∈ X−{x}. Since y 6= x, set δ := ρ(x, y) and form the open ball
B(y, δ) around y. Because any element w ∈ B(y, δ) is of distance strictly
less than δ, it could not have been that w = x. Thus, the entire open ball
B(y, δ) must lie within the set X − {x}. All in all, we have:

Theorem 5.3. For any metrizable topological space X, every singleton
is closed.

Moreover, it is easy to see that for any two distinct points x, y in a metric
space with d := ρ(x, y) > 0, the open balls B1 := B(x, d

2
) and B2 := B(y, d

2
)

are such that
x ∈ B1, y ∈ B2 and B1 ∩B2 = ∅.

Thus, every metrizable topological space satisfies the Hausdoff separation
condition, i.e.,

Theorem 5.4. Every pair of distinct points in a metrizable space can
be separated using mutually exclusive open sets.

Though most of the topological spaces encountered in real and complex
analysis are Hausdorff, there is an abundance of topological spaces in math-
ematics that does not have such a strong separation condition. As such,
illustrating concepts involving non-Hausdorff spaces using diagrams that
are drawn with the usual Euclidean metric in mind can lead to learning
difficulties or misconceptions.

In contrast, the approach using affirmable observations does not suffer
from this problem. This is because the topology described by affirmable
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observations need not be Hausdorff in general. The space described by
affirmable observations is at most T0 in nature, i.e., for any two distinct
points in space, there is an open that contains one of the points but not the
other. To see that this is the case, suppose we have two distinct elements
x, y in a space of points. To be able to distinguish the points, it is enough
to have an observation U that affirms the presence of x and not y, or vice
versa. In other words, two points are considered the same given the system of
affirmable observations available if they share the same family of affirmable
observations that affirms their presence. In summary, we have:

x = y ⇐⇒ ∀U ∈ OX. x ∈ U ⇐⇒ y ∈ U.
In this case, we say that x and y are observationally equivalent, i.e., they
cannot be told apart by any affirmable observation. For a T0 space, obser-
vational equivalence coincides with equality. We shall expound further on
this point when we come to an application of this approach in Section 7.

The topology on a space X tells us to what degree of fineness can one
determine the location or position of points using the pre-defined opens. A
coarser topology, i.e., one with fewer open sets, is bad at telling points apart
since one does not have enough observational lens to distinguish between
distinct points. A finer topology, i.e. one with more open sets, offers a
better chance for distinct points to be distinguished.

In short, the approach to topology via affirmable observations offers
the learners of topology a better intuition of what one aims to do with
a topology on a set, and thus, gives a better motivation to master those
topological concepts and skills needed to solve the problem at hand. Notice
also that topology via affirmable observations avoid the dangers of planar-
diagrammatic representations of topological notions.

6. Order paradigm derived from topology

In this section, we shall see the one-sided version of observational equiv-
alence introduced in the preceding section. Every topological space yields a
natural pre-order. By a pre-order ≤, we mean a binary relation ≤ on a set
P that satisfies the following properties:

P1. Reflexivity: For any x ∈ P , it always holds that x ≤ x.
P2. Transitivity: For any x, y and z ∈ P , whenever x ≤ y and y ≤ z,

then one has x ≤ z.

If in addition a pre-order (P,≤) satisfies the following condition:

P3. Antisymmetry: For any x, y ∈ P , x ≤ y and y ≤ x if and only if
x = y,

then we say that (P,≤) is a partial order. The opens of a topological space
conspire to define the following pre-order:
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Definition 6.1. Let (X, τ) be a topological space and x, y ∈ X. Define

x ≤X y ⇐⇒ ∀U ∈ τ. x ∈ U =⇒ y ∈ U.

If a topological space (X, τ) is T0, then the pre-order ≤X is indeed a par-
tial order which is called the specialization order. The alert reader would
have notice that observational equivalence is a particular instance of sym-
metrization of the specialization order.

Approaching topology via affirmable observations, one sees that the spe-
cialization order is an information order. Two data x and y can be compared
with respect to the information content they possess. More precisely, if we
have a test U that can affirm the information content of x, then the data
point y which has at least as much information as x will certainly pass the
test U . This appeals to our commonsensical understanding of ranking in an
organization. Two teaching staff, A and B, in a department can be ranked
in terms of the range of courses they can teach. Suppose every course U
that A is able to teach, B can also teach. Then A is at most as capable
as B in terms of his/her ability to teach courses in the department, and
symbolically, one may write A ≤ B.

7. Functional paradigm derived from topology

To mathematicians, this approach via affirmable observations is not rig-
orous enough. The justification for this is that we can allow the development
of a variant of topology, which is more suited for an application in the area
of programming language semantics.

The right setting for this application is the functional paradigm. Com-
puter programs, which are often cited as examples of functions, are never
isolated units; they relate between data structures. In the context of topo-
logical spaces, the salient kind of functions mediating between them is the
continuous one.

Definition 7.1. Let (X, τ) and (Y, σ) be topological spaces. A function
f : X−→Y between them is defined to be continuous if it satisfies the
following condition:

∀V ∈ σ. f−1(V ) ∈ τ.

Let us begin by looking again at what an open set is for a given topology
in the light of functions. To do this, we must first look at a special and
curiously simple-looking topological space called the Sierpinski space.

Definition 7.2. Let Σ be the two-point set {0, 1}. Define the Sierpinski
topology on Σ by declaring the open sets to be

∅,Σ, {1}.
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Clearly, the Sierpinski space is T0 but not Hausdorff. The element 1 is
called the observable true and the element 0 the unobservable false. The
reason for these names is that unlike the element 1, the only affirmable
observation that can observe 0 is the trivial observation Σ, i.e., the entire
space. For this reason, one cannot apply a non-trivial test to singly attest
to the presence of 0 alone – the set that could do that is {0} which is not
an open set by definition.

This simple-looking Sierpinski space is very important as we shall see.
Let A be any subset of a topological space X. Consider the mapping χA :
X−→Σ defined by

χA(x) =

{
1 if x ∈ A;

0 otherwise.

The opens of X are characterized by the following result:

Theorem 7.3. The following are equivalent for any subset U ⊆ X.

(i) U is open in X.
(ii) χU is a continuous mapping.

Proof. A direct consequence of the equation χU
−1({1}) = U . �

If we interpret X as a data type (i.e., collection of data sharing a common
attribute) and Σ the data type of affirmable observation, then the program
χU does the job of testing whether a given member x of X is actually in U .
From the output of the program χU , we see that the program (i) returns
an observable true, 1, if and only if x ∈ U ; but (ii) is not obliged to return
an observable false (well, there is no such thing in Σ) when x 6∈ A. In
theoretic computer science, we say that U is a semi-decidable subset of X
in case there is a computable procedure χU that affirms the membership of
elements in U .

8. Programming paradigm from topology

In order to carry this discourse further in a sensible way, we must in-
troduce a programming language as a vehicular medium for all the salient
topological notions that we wish to bring into the scene. This again is in
line with the functional paradigm mentioned in earlier.

The functional language FUNCT we are introducing here has basic data
types such as the unit type Σ used for observation, the natural number type
N , the boolean type B and the ordinal type ω. The unit type Σ is used for
observation in which the observable true > of type Σ, denoted by > :: Σ
is used to show positive result. Its invisible counterpart ⊥ :: Σ is silently
present but never evaluated to. For the natural number type N , there are
the usual numerals 0, 1, 2, · · · which are considered the ground values. For
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the boolean type B, we have the usual T (true) and F (false). The ordinal
type ω contains 0 < 1 < 2 < · · · < ∞ as its values, and this is to model
an infinite increasing chain of computations. We shall be implicit about the
commonly encountered syntax such as the if-then-else and +1 constructs.

For a functional language such as FUNCT, the most important feature is
the facility to generate higher types from those aforementioned basic types.
The type structure, of course, is built inductively. Suppose σ and τ are
types. Then, we can form product types such as σ× τ , whose ground values
are ordered pairs of elements (s, t) where s :: σ and t :: τ . We also can
form function types such as σ → τ , whose elements are programs have
input arguments of type σ and output of type τ . Given two function type
programs f :: σ → τ and g :: τ → γ, FUNCT allows functional composition
g ◦ f .

Granted the facility to build higher types from existing types, partic-
ularly function types, we can speak about programs as functions between
types. If we think of data types as topological spaces, then programs are nat-
urally associated to continuous functions between these interpreted spaces.
At the elemental level, data of a fixed data type are then interpreted as
points of the topological space into which the data type has been interpreted.
This is the central idea behind the denotational semantics of programming
language, and the model of interpretation usually chosen is the Scott model.
We do not bring in the Scott model in this article, but continue to speak
about a kind of topology intrinsic to the operational semantics of FUNCT.

Before we move on to elaborate about this kind of topology, let us ap-
preciate about an intrinsic information pre-order that exists hierarchically
for all data types in FUNCT. Certainly, syntactic equality is too weak an
equivalence of programs. Our daily experience with programs tells us that
two programs upon given the same input produce the same output. This is
precisely the concept of equality of functions, i.e., for f, g : A−→B,

f = g ⇐⇒ ∀a ∈ A. f(a) = g(a).

In this sense, two programs are said to be applicatively equivalent.
Another kind of equivalence of programs is that of contextual equiva-

lence. Two programs p and q of the same type, say σ, are contextually
equivalent if for every σ-context, i.e., a program C of type σ → Σ, one has

C(p) =Σ C(q),

i.e., C(p) evaluates to > if and only if C(q) evaluates to >. We use the
symbol p =σ q to denote the contextual equivalence of programs p and q.

Notice that every program C : σ → Σ uniquely determines a subset U of
σ, i.e., precisely that U = C−1(>). The alert reader can see immediately the
analogy present in the definition of contextual equivalence and the equality
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of points for a T0 space. The one-sided version of the contextual equivalence
is the contextual pre-order. Let p and q be programs of the same type. We
say that p is contextually below q, denoted by p ≤σ q, if

p ≤σ q ⇐⇒ ∀C :: σ → Σ. C(p) ≤Σ C(q).

Here C(p) ≤Σ C(q) means whenever C(p) evaluates to >, C(q) also eval-
uates to >. A particular instance of this has already been mentioned for
those elements of ordinal type ω, i.e.

0 <ω 1 <ω 2 <ω · · ·
Aided by this analogy, one can now sensibly define what it means to be

an open subset of a data type σ.

Definition 8.1. A subset U of a data type σ is defined to be open if
the characteristic function χU can be realized as a FUNCT program of type
σ → Σ.

Suppose we have two open subsets of a data type σ, say U and V . By
definition, χU and χV are realizable by programs in FUNCT. Then it is not
difficult to see that U ∩ V is also open in σ since its characteristic function
χU∩V can be realized by the program

χU ∧ χV ,
where ∧ is the usual logical conjunction (which is of course expected to be
part of the FUNCT syntax).

If FUNCT has an arbitrary disjunctive operator, then open subsets are
closed under arbitrary union. However, this is really subject to the com-
putational capability of the language, e.g., issues about sequentiality and
availability of oracles (i.e., non-computable sequence of natural numbers
are available). However, we have a limited kind of union-completeness.

Theorem 8.2. Let f :: ω → (σ → Σ) be given program in FUNCT, and
Uk := (f(k))−1(>) for each k :: ω. Then

⋃
k Uk is an open subset of σ.

Let f :: σ → τ be a FUNCT function-type program. Suppose V is an
open set of τ . Then the definition of openness in FUNCT ensures that the
characteristic function χV can be realized by a program of type σ → Σ. The
program χV ◦ f :: σ → Σ displays the following property: for any x :: σ,

χV ◦ f(x) = χV (f(x)) = > ⇐⇒ f(x) ∈ V ⇐⇒ x ∈ f−1(V ).

Consequently, χV ◦ f is the characteristic function of f−1(V ). Because of
the definition of openness in FUNCT, one has the following extremely pleasing
situation:

Theorem 8.3. All function-type programs in FUNCT are continuous, i.e.,
inverse images of opens are always opens.
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9. Implications and concluding remarks

The shift of paradigm from the traditional approach to the computa-
tional (or observational) approach is one of practical significance. The new
approach offers an entirely fresh perspective of topology. For a given space
X of data points, what constitutes of a topology on it depends on what
kind of sets are salient in the given context. The important thing now is no
longer about the three axioms (T1)–(T3) but about identifying the class of
salient functions transiting between the data spaces.

Pedagogically speaking, there are many benefits of teaching topology via
this new approach. Already said, this approach does not rely on diagram-
matic representations of topological notions which are in reality only correct
in the Euclidean context. Instead, the new approach appeals to one’s com-
monsensical understanding of what affirmable observations or semi-decisions
implemented by computer programs are.

To further illustrate this point, we consider the following result:

Theorem 9.1. The composition of continuous functions is continuous.

In light of the programming language paradigm, this statement is obvi-
ous. Since continuous functions are to be thought of as FUNCT programs, the
theorem reduces to asking whether the composition of two FUNCT programs
yield another FUNCT program. But the answer to this question is obvi-
ously affirmative. Compare this argument to the usual proof that makes
use of the “double” inverse image method in the traditional approach, i.e.,
(g ◦ f)−1(V ) = f−1(g−1(V )).

In conclusion, it is hoped that this approach to topology advertised
in this paper brings new theoretical insights to the subject itself as well as
offers insightful pedagogical principles that strengthen the learner’s intuition
about the abstract subject. Certainly, this paper is never meant to be a
substitute for those monumental works such as [16], [13] and [5]; it should
only serve as a small beacon directing its readers to other greater works.
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